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The Grand Imperium
Emperor’s Edict

Imperial Citizens,

I, Emperor Attoprak, Emperor of the Grand Imperium, inscribe a new edict.

As many of you know, the Grand Imperium came under attack from within today. Our own
citizen, Picle1, killed three of us in an attempt to take over the nation. Our heroic allies rushed to
our defence, killing and capturing the criminal, who now awaits our judgement.

WorldSculptor and I are terribly sorry for this situation, which exposed several critical security
mistakes and resulted in the loss of some hard-earned items and the disfigurement of our city.
Both of us will work hard to recover our losses, restore our capital, and make the Imperium a
safe place to live once again.

If this incident exposed military weakness, it also showed our diplomatic strength. Neighbours
and allies from across the server immediately converged on Capitum to save us. None of this
would be possible without the decency and bravery of our friends abroad, and is testament to the
excellent reputation we have all worked hard to build. Our friendship, our kindness, and our
loyalty was repaid today.

Those who rushed to aid their friends will not be forgotten. Citizens and foreigners who fought
for our freedom or worked to repair the damage will receive a ceremonial award, with material
rewards to come later. The friendship between all our nations is reaffirmed and the Grand
Imperium stands in your debt. We hope to be able to repay you with interest!

The names of our heroes:

● BritishWanderer, Creepi0n, Cissonius and Fregetable from Pavia, Red_Steel from
Mery and all well-wishers from the Lyrean Community

● Ch1pR from Titan
● MechanicalRift, NeoTide and everyone who helped without hesitation from

Yoathl

As for Picle1, he will be tried according to the laws of the Grand Imperium - a civilised and
orderly nation. He will receive a fair trial, with a lawyer to represent him and state his case. If
found guilty, he will receive a sentence that is proportional to the enormity of the crimes he is
accused of.

In spite of everything, I celebrate today to see my citizens’ love and the love our allies hold for
this nation. Today, in spite of our mistakes, friendship triumphed over hatred, loyalty over
treason. Good over Evil. So may it be forever.

Vivat Imperium!
Emperor Attoprak
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